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ESSAY
A STATE OF RIGHTLESSNESS: THE
EGREGIOUS CASE OF NORTH KOREA
Morse H. Tan *

I. INTRODUCTION
In the midst of the important discussion of geopolitical security concerns regarding nuclear weapons, the stifled cry of
the North Korean people, whose rights have been grossly and
systematically trampled upon, pleads for redress. The egregious conditions and unthinkable treatment of the North Korean people by their own government exclaims for worldwide
attention. The dictatorships of Kim Jong-Il and his father Kim
Il-Sung who reigned before him have defied treaties entered
into throughout the international community and have made
decisions that focus purely on the gain of the government to the
extreme detriment of its citizens.
Media attention regarding these violations has been weak
albeit improving. For instance, the United States news sources
appropriately informed us about the plight of American journalists in North Korea (who have since been returned); yet not
much attention focuses upon the astonishing absence of a free
press, free speech, and free-association rights inside North Korea. Media outlets readily cover North Korea's missile
* Associate Professor, Florida Coastal School of Law. Prof. Tan wishes to thank his
student assistants: Branden Vicari, Frank Newkirk, Lisa DiFranza, Alicia Magazu,
Caroline Kubovy, and Simon Trautmann for their work in helping to bring this essay
into existence. Branden, Lisa and Alicia in particular deserve special recognition for
their work. Thanks to Scott Luftglass for his encouraging correspondence. This essay is
dedicated to my late, paternal great grandfather, who served as Governor of Pyongyang
Province of a then unified Korea. As I imagine that great grandfather would desire,
may the future bring a peacefully united Korea that upholds and respects human
rights.
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launches, but do not provide such coverage for the concentration camps that can stun even the calloused of heart. The story
of North Korean counterfeiting U.S. currency makes for a fine
news headline, yet the wrenching narratives of refugees who
are sent back to North Korea to face cruel torture, unrelenting
labor on less than subsistence rations, and possible execution
receive all too little recognition.
The story of Robert Park briefly increased international
awareness of human rights violations in North Korea. Park, a
courageous man who sought to increase worldwide attention to
the human rights atrocities in North Korea, knowingly put
himself at risk by walking into North Korea with requests for
Kim Jong-Il and other top leadership to desist from their human rights abuses and step down from power. After enduring
severe abuse in prison, he was released in February 2010 after
spending forty-three days in North Korean custody.'
This essay steps into the relative dearth of popular and legal academic treatment to analyze this egregious state of
rightlessness (an intentional neologism) and concludes with
reflections upon possible judicial redress options. Experts in
the human rights field have averred that the human rights situation in North Korea is the worst in the world. 2 The North
Korean government denies any human rights abuses, insisting
"that 'there is no human rigths [sic] problem in North Korea."' 3
This academic work challenges this outright denial by provid-

1 Adam Gabbot, US. Human Rights CampaignerFreed by North Korea Returns
Home, Guardian, Feb. 7, 2010, http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/feb/O7/robertpark-north-korea-home.
2 See generally David Scheffer & Grace Kang, Editorial, North Korea's Criminal
Regime, N.Y. TIMES, July 7, 2006, http://www.nytimes.com/2006/07/06/opinion/06ihtedkang.2131969.html; Stephanie Ho, VOA News, Freedom House Calls for Action on
North Korean Human Rights Violations, US FED NEWS, June 6, 2007. North Korea is
also included in the report by Freedom House titled The Worst of the Worst 2010: The
World's Most Repressive Societies, available at http://www.freedomhouse.org/uploads/
special report/88.pdf.
3 Sung-Chul Choi, Human Rights in North Korea in the Light of International
Covenants, in INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN NORTH KOREA 53, 56
(Sung-Chul Choi ed., 1996) (quoting a statement by Nam-Joon Paek in 1993 at the
World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna).
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ing an analysis of various human rights abuses persisting
north of the most heavily armed border in the world.
North Korea epitomizes and seems to justify the "realist"
view of international relations in terms of how it operates. As
such, North Korea acts as if neither international law, nor the
international treaties it has already ratified, apply to it. Pacta
sunt servanda does not constitute North Korea's modus operandi. Furthermore, North Korea does not allow itself to be
accountable to any other country or international organization;
rather, it clings only to its own oppressive sovereignty.
Along these lines: "North Koreans claim that, 'Human
rights is [sic] unthinkable apart form [sic] national independence, and what imperialists call rights is their power to do
whatever they please; thus, the biggest enemies of human
rights are the imperialists who intervene in other states' internal affairs under the pretense of protecting human rights."' 4
The claim that human rights is unthinkable is accurate when
put in another context: the current state of rightlessness for
many North Koreans causes a bleak sense that under the
present government, human rights do seem unthinkable because the government has deprived them of their most basic
human rights. The accusation against "imperialists" of "doing
whatever they please" actually provides an apt description of
Kim Jong-Il, the self-styled Dear Leader, who does whatever he
pleases. Unfortunately, doing whatever he pleases for Kim
Jong-II and his "elite" includes massive and egregious violations of human rights, especially against those in the country
he rules with an iron fist.
Contrary to the constant denial of the North Korean government, this essay seeks to help establish the case for this
state of rightlessness, the egregious case of North Korea. It lays
the foundation for a subsequent article regarding judicial redress of these gross and systematic violations of human rights.
Before any need for judicial redress raises itself for consideration, the case that cries out for such a forum must receive de-

4 Id. at 55 (quoting Kim Jong II, Socialism is a Science, RODONG SHINMOON [THE
LABOR NEWSPAPER], Nov. 4, 1994).
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lineation: this essay proposes to expound on the major violations of human rights in North Korea together with the context
that makes such violations possible.
II. A STATE OF RIGHTLESSNESS
A. The Putative Domestic Law
A cursory examination of North Korea's constitution might
insinuate that it gives various rights and freedoms. However, a
closer reading reveals that these purported rights and freedoms prove illusory. All of these rights and freedoms are nullified by additional terms in this same constitution. This nullification takes place by subordinating all such rights and freedoms to the will of the Dear Leader, Kim Jong-Il, and the advancement of the ruling party.
In its ongoing propaganda campaign, perhaps in response
to rising international pressure to respect the human rights of
its own people, North Korea revised its constitution in April
2009 and made it available to the public in late September
2009.5 The new constitution purports to grant the people a
right to elect and recall an assemblyman and declares that the
people are the "masters of everything." 6 Of course, one should
not ignore the defunct legislature, the totalitarian dictatorship,
and concentration camps full of slave labor in straining to find
any substantial meaning in actual praxis to these provisions.
The current constitution declares that the State shall respect and protect the human rights of the working people. 7 This
provision has never been included in any prior constitution of
North Korea. 8 However, these new constitutional provisions
merit a massive measure of skepticism. 9 Testimony has re-

Choe Sang-Hun, New North Korean Constitution Bolsters im's Power, N.Y.
Sept. 29, 2009, at A12, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/29/
world/asia/29korea.html.
6 Northeast Asia Matters, http://asiamatters.blogspot.com (Oct. 8, 2009).
5

TIMES,

7Id.
8

9

Sang-Hun, supra note 5.
Lee Keum-Soon et. al., White Paper on Human Rights in North Korea, KOREA

INST. FOR NAT'L UNIFICATION 97 (2004) [hereinafter KINU 2004].
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vealed public executions for "anti-regime" charges (e.g. a sergeant going AWOL), for economic crimes (e.g. theft of government property or theft of livestock), and for socially delinquent
behaviors (e.g. streaking or disco dancing). 10 Unfortunately,
such extremely expansive utilizations of capital punishment
are not hypotheticals, but actual instances. So unless the government has engaged in a tectonic shift, a rather improbable
prospect, comparable actions are likely continuing, notwithstanding the new language in the current constitution.
The constitution purports to expand the already absolutist
authority held by the Dear Leader, who currently serves as the
chairman of the National Defense Commission (NDC), head of
the Workers' Party, and as the Supreme Commander of the
People's Army. Chapter VI Article 100 of the constitution pronounces the NDC chairman the supreme leader of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK)-a reaffirmation of
the already existing political structure." Moreover, a continued
reading exposes these purported constitutional rights for the
people of the DPRK as illusory since the NDC may "[r]escind
the decisions and directives of state organs that run counter to
the orders of the chairman of the DPRK." 12 In other words, Kim
Jong-Il's orders trump any right supposedly given by the constitution. While the new constitution may have revised some
provisions, a yawning chasm between the putative law and its
implementation has persisted.
North Korea has revised its criminal code four times as of
1999, maintaining the heaviest penalties for those who injure
the authority of the two Kims. 13 1 n one instance, a young child
and his family were shipped to a concentration camp for the
"crime" of scribbling on a picture of Kim Jong-Il with a
crayon. 14

10 Id. at 85-89.
11 Northeast Asia Matters, supra note 6.
12 Id.
13 KINU 2004, supra note 9, at 108.
14 David Hawk, The Hidden Gulag: Exposing North Korea's Prison Camps, U.S.
COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN N. KOREA (2003), available at http://www.hrnk.org/

HiddenGulag.pdf.
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In a report to Amnesty International, North Korea insisted that citizens enjoy equal rights and are "not discriminated against for reasons of race, color, sex, language, religion,
political beliefs or opinions, national or social origin, property,
birth or status."15 However, there is no dearth of examples that
prove otherwise. For instance, the law "strictly classifies every
individual by his or her family background (or class origin) and
by the degree of loyalty to the regime." 16 This practice is contrary to the assertions made in the report to Amnesty International.
The absence of an effective, politically independent judiciary also renders individuals' rights and freedoms unprotected. Furthermore, it is commonplace for those accused of
political and certain economic crimes to be denied due process
of the law, such as the right to an attorney for their defense.1
This is a denial of due process because the role of attorneys in
the North Korean criminal justice system is solely to protect
the Worker's Party's policies instead of any particular individual's rights.1 8 Trials, if they take place at all, often are superficial mockeries of the idea of due process. They often lead to
summary sentencing without any semblance of a full judicial
process, much less anything approximating a just result on the
merits.
B. What InternationalLaw Applies
North Korea has made itself a party to important human
rights treaties: the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights; the Convention on the Rights of the Child; and
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. It also has ratified the Biological Wea-

15 Soo-am Kim et. al., White Paper on Human Rights in North Korea, KOREA INST.
FOR NAT'L UNIFICATION 116 (2007), available at http://www.kinu.or.kr/kinu/sc/skin/
kinu/data/file/data04/data/hrn2007.pdf [hereinafter KINU 2007].
16 Id
17 KINU 2004, supra note 9, at 110.
18 KINU 2007, supra note 15, at 111-12.
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pons Convention, tangentially pertinent because the use of
these weapons could violate human rights. 19
Although North Korea has ratified these treaties, it maintains its own "style" of human rights through its view that the
international community's demand for improvement is an infringement on its national sovereignty. Yet the act of ratifying
these treaties requires a certain degree of relinquishment of
sovereignty. However, North Korea does not enter into treaties
with the intention of being bound by them, but rather it uses
them as leverage for tactical gain. 20 On October 21, 1994, North
Korea signed the Agreed Framework, which required it to
transition from graphite-moderated nuclear reactors to light
water reactors over the next ten years in exchange for U.S.
commitments to replace lost generating capacity through
shipments of heavy oil. 2 1 Thereafter, U.S. intelligence discovered that North Korea had breached the Agreed Framework by
continuing to develop and possess nuclear weaponry and therefore suspended U.S. shipments of heavy oil and scrapped the
Light Water Reactor project. 22 North Korea then claimed the
U.S. was the party who breached the agreement, and North
Korea needed to develop and produce nuclear weapons to deter
American aggression, which the American government has
never explicitly threatened. 23 Thus, North Korea never intended to be bound by the Agreed Framework, but rather used
the negotiation process as leverage to gain heavy oil.
North Korea has rejected humanitarian aid it may not
control from the international community, despite increased
food shortages and economic hardships the country continues
to face. Consider this account as an example, "As the number of
defectors increased amid food shortages and economic hardship
and as international concerns over the human rights situation
19 It is already known that North Korea engages in horrific biochemical experimentation in their concentration camps. See Robert Windrem, Death, Terror in N Korea
Gulag, MSNBC, Jan. 15, 2003, http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3071466.
20 Morse Tan, The North Korean Nuclear Crisis:Past Failures,PresentSolutions,
50 ST. Louis U. L.J. 517, 518 (2006).
21 Id. at 531-32.
22 Id. at 532-33.
23 Id. at 533.
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in North Korea mounted, North Korea has seemed to worry
more about the possibilities of the international community's
humanitarian intervention to fulfill the duties of human rights
protection." 24 As a result, in spite of the dire shortages, North
Korea has resorted to acts such as ejecting humanitarian relief
organizations, including the UN World Food Programme.
In 1946, the United Nations' Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) established the Commission on Human Rights in
accordance with Article 68 of the UN Charter. 25 Soon after, the
committee completed a draft of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Although this document was unanimously
adopted by the General Assembly in December of 1948, it was
not initially intended to have binding force, but rather as a
"common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations." 26
After passage, the Assembly called on "[m]ember countries
to publicize the text of the Declaration and 'to cause it to be
disseminated, displayed, read and expounded principally in
schools and other educational institutions, without distinction
based on the political status of countries or territories.' 27 Even
though the document was not binding, it was still a significant
milestone in that it significantly advanced the actualization of
human rights, and has been likened to widely hailed documents like the Magna Carta. 28 The document took more than
two years to draft and generated a multitude of debates. Each
clause of the document resulted in over 1400 votes from fiftyeight member States. In the end, it was unanimously adopted
on December 10, 1948.29 The Declaration has been translated
into approximately 250 languages and is the most cited document on human rights in the world.3 0 The Declaration has inKINU 2004, supra note 9, at 18.
Choi, supra note 3, at 61.
26 United Nations, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, http://www.un.org/en/
documents/udhr/ (last visited Oct. 30, 2010).
27 Id.
28 Choi, supra note 3, at 62.
29 Id.
30 United Nations, A United Nations Priority: Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, http://www.un.org/rights/HRToday/declar.htm (last visited Jan. 29, 2010).
24
25
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spired more than sixty "legally binding treaties" designed to
promote the protection of human rights. 31 Unlike any other instrument of its type, the Universal Declaration holds a special
normative place in the international community. 3 2
The Declaration states, "[E]veryone is entitled to all rights
and freedoms set forth in this Declaration .

.

. and to principles

of equality." 33 Nonetheless,
[T]here were states that questioned the legally binding force
of this declarational document which proposes human rigths
[sic] guarantees. Because of this, the 21st UN General Assembly adopted the December 16, 1966, international human
rights covenants in order to provide the necessary instruments to strengthen the binding force of the previous declaration and thereby address the problem. 34
Over the next twenty-odd years came numerous international human rights covenants along with international agreements with binding force. 35 North Korea is a party to the two
primary covenants emerging in the wake of the Declaration
and the U.N. Charter, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. 36
A number of legal scholars have argued for enhanced status for the Universal Declaration. These arguments include
31

Peter Van Dijk, The UniversalDeclarationis Legally Non-Binding; So What? in

REFLECTIONS ON THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS: A FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY ANTHOLOGY, 108, 109 (Barend van der Heijden & Bahia Tahzib-Lie eds.,
1998).

Id.
Choi, supra note 3, at 63.
34 Id. at 65.
35 Id. The covenants include the following: International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Second
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights Aimed at
the Abolition of the Death Penalty, Covenant Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women, Convention on the Rights of the Child, International Covenant on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. Id.
36 Id. at 65-66.
32
33
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claims that the Universal Declaration (1) has achieved customary international law status, at least for certain rights, 3 7 (2)
is binding as the legal exposition of UN Charter references to
human rights,3 8 or (3) is the authoritative statement of human
rights in international law as a general principle of law. 3 9
If an individual or group wishes to file a report regarding a
human rights violation, they must follow the UN Human
Rights Committee's Procedure 1503. When the Committee receives the report, it requires the accused state to reply and discuss the allegations in a closed session. "[T]he committee may
take actions such as examining the conditions wherein the human rights violation occured [sic], appointing special inspectors
and proposing mechanisms for improvements by holding open
discussions or setting up temporary special committees, sending in experts, publicizing the human rights violation, etc." 40
For failure to comply with the "requirement to reply," the report of the state's human rights violation is publicized in the
commission's annual report. 4 1 The state is supposed to be pressured by the international community's public opinion to
amend the situation.
As a result of a report filed against North Korea for human rights violations, the UN assigned a special rapporteur to
investigate the country and report the findings to the UN General Assembly and UN Commission on Human Rights
(UNCHR). Vitit Muntarbhorn, a law professor from Southeast
Asia, has fulfilled this role from remote as North Korea has not

37 RESTATEMENT

(THIRD) OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE U.S.

§

702

(1987). This source includes the following violations of human rights as customary
international law without claiming comprehensiveness: murder or causing the disappearance of individuals, genocide, slavery, torture or other cruel inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment, prolonged arbitrary detention, systematic racial discrimination and consistent patterns of gross violations of internationally recognized human
rights.
38 Thomas Buergenthal, International Human Rights Law and Institutions: Accomplishments andProspects, 63 WASH. L. REV. 1, 10 (1988).
39 Bruno Simma & Philip Alston, The Sources ofHuman Rights Law: Custom, Jus
Cogens, and GeneralPrinciples, 12 AUSTL. Y.B. INT'L L. 82 (1992); see also Jonathan I.
Charney, UniversalInternational
Law, 87 Am. J. INT'L L. 529, 549 (1993).
40 Choi, supra note 3, at 73-74.
41 Id. at 74.
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yet allowed him to extend the investigation directly within its
borders. Nevertheless, Professor Muntarbhorn did produce a
report that diplomatically described the adverse human rights
situation in the DPRK. Specifically, he reported the North Korean government's use of guilt by association to control their
people, in addition to continuing violations of "guaranteed"
freedoms of thought, religion, expression, and travel. 42 In his
reports to the sixty-first and sixty-second meeting of the
UNCHR, Professor Muntabhorn called for the following:
(1) North Korea must fulfill the terms of all human rights
treaties it has signed; (2) North Korea is encouraged to accommodate various recommendations contained in the special
rapporteur's reports to the UN General Assembly; (3) South
Korea should continue its support for the North Korean defectors; (4) the two Koreas should resolve the issue of abducted
South Koreans; (5) North Korea should guarantee on-site observations of the distribution of humanitarian assistance materials; and (6) North Korea should include human rights improvement measures in its economic development plans. 43
In response to the reporting of grave violations of human
rights and the numerous practices of inhuman treatments such
as tortures, beatings, rapes, starvation deaths, and murders of
newborns, the UNHRC in its "concluding observations" strongly recommended North Korea allow onsite inspections of various correctional and detention facilities in North Korea by independent national and international teams. 44 However, North
Korea said it could do it itself, and refused this proposal. 4 5
C. Why There Is No Rule of La w
The North Korean regime effectively defines human rights
into oblivion. "North Korea classifies its populace into the
people and the enemy, and it argues that human rights mean
the exercise of absolute dictatorship over the class enemies in

44

Hawk, supra note 14, at 77.
KINU 2007, supra note 15, at 12.
KINU 2004, supra note 9, at 107.

45

Id.

42
43
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order to build a socialist society."46 Somehow, the crushing of
perceived "enemies" of the state is rationalized as upholding
human rights. An absolute, totalitarian dictatorship that regularly oppresses its populace must be considered antithetical to
the rule of law and recognition of human rights, not as supportive of human rights. "Under these circumstances, no one can
insist on individual freedoms and rights (such as the freedom of
speech, press, religion, association and political participation)
unless one is prepared to risk personal safety. It is reported
that those who ask for individual rights and freedoms often
disappear without a trace." 47 The deprivation of these human
rights cannot be considered anything remotely resembling an
embrace of human rights.
North Korea claims a "style" of human rights, referred to
as "our style of human rights concept." 48 Unfortunately, the
policies of this "style" clash completely with respect for human
rights in that it has strong political tendencies: every citizen's
life is subject to political necessity. The Constitution of North
Korea itself states it is subordinate to the supreme dictator's
ideology. 49
The "Socio-political organism" metaphor, which is at the core
of North Korean political theory, is the element that makes
individual human rights guarantees even more difficult. This
is because an individual may not act outside of the guidance
of the Great Leader and the Party under the philosophy that
establishes a one-leader (Workers) party which combines with
the masses to form a socio-political organism .

. .

. This also

means that the Great Leader is seen as the center and
"founder of life."50
Anything even mildly contravening, non-conforming or
seen as undermining this totalitarian state has no place in the
"socio-political organism."

46
47
48

49
50

Id. at 8.
Id. at 10.
Choi, supra note 3, at 98.
Id.
Id. at 94.
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The absence of an effective, politically independent judiciary also renders these rights and freedoms unprotected. As
previously stated, trials, if they take place at all, often are superficial mockeries of the idea of due process, often leading to
summary sentencing without any semblance of a full judicial
process, much less anything approximating a just result on the
merits.
D. The Cult of Kim Jong-il
The entire nation finds itself under the thoroughgoing
sway of a single individual: Kim Jong-Il. North Korea has only
had two rulers, Kim 11-Sung, and his son, Kim Jong-Il. A son of
Kim Jong-Il, Kim Jong-Un, reportedly looks to continue this
hereditary dynasty.5 1
The state religion of North Korea is the apotheosis, the
deification of the only two individuals who have ruled North
Korea: the deceased Kim 11-Sung, referred to as the Great
Leader and his son Kim Jong-Il, called the Dear Leader. The
people of North Korea are submerged under a deluge of propaganda and every manner of cultural influence to this effect
such that the entire society is oriented around exaltation of the
two Kims. 52
The press is not allowed to engage in any criticism of the
leadership or the instructions of Kim Jong-II.53 " [T]he North
Korean press disregards the proper function of the press, such
as providing critical commentary and providing objective information to citizens, but instead focuses on the propaganda of
Kim 11-Sung based on the Juche ideology and upon indoctrinating the population." 54 "All radio dials are fixed to the DPRK
official broadcasting service channels and sealed . . . . [I]f a seal
is found broken[, the person is] . . . treated as a political crimi-

nal."55 "Nothing else may be worshipped other than Juche ide51 Choe Sang-Hun and Martin Fackler, Kim Jong-un, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 29, 2010,
http:// topics.nytimes.com/topics/reference/timestopics/people/k/kimjongun/index.html.
52 See generally Choi, supra note 3, at 126-30
53 See id. at 142.
54 Id.
55 Id. at 142-43.
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Kim 11-Sung and Kim Jong-Il is specifically stipulated in the
Ten Great Principles of Unique Ideology." 56
The people, starting from childhood, sing songs praising
the Kims; a woman was taken to a concentration camp for singing a South Korean pop song instead.5 7 The people are taught
to thank the Kims for any food that they might have, or any
other positive feature, if any, in their lives. When a doctor
(even a foreign doctor) performs surgeries to restore eyesight,
the first thing that people do, in accordance with the massive
conditioning and draconian pressures they have been subjected
to along these lines, is to thank the Kims.5 8 A whole web of legends is spun about the Kims that attribute superhuman abilities and incredible phenomena surrounding their births and
their lives. Notwithstanding the cascade of propaganda, the
people still know about the immoral life of Kim Jong-Il, which
cannot be completely concealed through the State produced
melange of fabrications.
This false apotheosis does not give room for human rights
and freedoms. "Under the unitary ruling system and the deification efforts for the supreme leader, North Korea is predisposed to regard any expansion of individual rights and freedoms as a challenge and potential danger to the government
and the leader." 59 Indeed, North Korea "forc[es] people even to
sacrifice their lives to save portraits of Kim 11-Sung and Kim
Jong-II in accordance with the Ten Great Principles." 60 So, in
the event of a fire at their residence, a family is to safeguard
portraits of the Kims before anything else, even if it means
risking their lives. The cult of the Kims thoroughly deprecates
the rights and freedoms of the bulk of their people and reserves
such freedom and rights for the corpulent despot who rules

Id. at 161.
Hawk, supra note 14, at 46.
58 Inside: Undercover in North Korea (Nat'1 Geographic television broadcast Jan.
18, 2009), available athttp://natgeotv.com/asia/listings/weekly/ngc/170410/3.
59 KINU 2004, supra note 9, at 16.
60 Id. at 163.
56
57
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over an emaciated populace and an ever-increasing pile of
corpses through cruelty and neglect.
E. A Thoroughly TotalitarianRegime
This rulership accurately merits the use of the adjective
totalitarian as merely a descriptive term. Kim Jong-Il is considered effectively above the law within North Korea, and violates it with utter domestic impunity. In effect, the will and
whim of the Dear Leader substitutes for rule of law. The North
Korean Constitution says it guarantees a total of 17 rights, but
they in fact play only supporting roles for the 6 duties imposed
on its citizens. 61 Article 75 newly added citizens' rights to free
travel and residence. 62 "The most important duty for all North
Koreans in their daily lives is the duty of absolute loyalty and
obedience to the supreme leader, or Suryong." 63 In other words,
allegiance to Kim Jong-II trumps everything else, including
human rights. "Thus, even though the basic rights listed in
North Korea's constitution may be similar to those of free democratic countries, the document's fundamental purpose is the
strict regimentation of the people. The purported list of the
people's basic rights may be interpreted to be solely for external/internal propaganda." 64 The unimplemented rights claimed
by the Constitution are a patina over a ghastly and morally
moribund state.
The society of North Korea is under the control of a supreme leader-not based on institutional means of governance. 65 Consequently, to even maintain power, a totalitarian
leadership such as North Korea must exert considerable effort
to force allegiance and loyalty to the leader. 66 Through classification, North Korean citizens become labeled and control of the
people is effectuated with efficiency. 67 Decades ago, the North
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Korean government supplied goods and services at minimal or
no cost to the people, but in recent times, such supply functions
have diminished drastically. 68 North Korean citizens are denied
control over their basic needs, including food, clothing, and
shelter because the Great Leader controls the supplies of all.
Thus, even though North Korea's constitution declares the
state shall provide food, clothing, and housing to all the working people, 6 9 there exists a major gap between the law and reality in North Korea today. 70
The North Korean regime controls and distributes food to
its citizens through a "Food Supply System" which essentially
provides food to those who work but eliminates those who do
not. The idea of such a system is to encourage citizens to be
obedient, thankful, and loyal to their ruler. North Korea also
limits access to clothing by maintaining a low supply and inflating prices. 71 A citizen's clothing supply is dependent on his
or her political status: thus, laborers receive free work clothes
once or twice a year, and students and engineers receive discounted formal clothing less frequently. 72 Even though the nonelite citizens in North Korea are already unable to afford clothing, the government has further tightened its grasp on citizens
by controlling housing. Every house in North Korea is "the haven of the state"; therefore, there is no recognition of any individual ownership and housing is provided to "the people from
the best up to the 5th degree." 73 The "5th degree" references the
categorization of the populace into over fifty categories based
on political loyalty.
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III. THE EGREGIOUS CASE OF HUMAN RIGHTS
A. Concentration Camps
As a leader that keeps his people in line through a Machiavellian utilization of fear, Kim Jong-Il has seized a stranglehold on his raw power through concentration camps. The
vast majority of inmates are considered political prisoners and
are victims of what the UN defines as "arbitrary detention." 74
The concentration camps serve the purpose of thoroughly purging anyone standing against Kim 11-Sung and Kim Jong-Il's
regime. 75 The plight of Hun-sik Kim, the principal of Pyongyang Light Engineering College, serves as an example. She
was sentenced to five years imprisonment for simply suggesting to the City Education Board that her students' labor responsibility be reduced so that they could spend more time
studying. 76
Many inmates die before the completion of their sentence
due to the horrendous living conditions inside the prison
camps. The prison chamber is so congested that sleeping there
is a torture in and of itself. "Some eighty to ninety prisoners
sleep in a flea-infested chamber about six meters long by five
meters wide (about 19 feet by 16 feet)."7 7 Thus, the prisoners
are forced to sleep with the stinking feet of other prisoners
right under their nose. The prisoners naturally emit a stench
due to the fact that they are only allowed to shower twice a
year.7 8 Additionally, prisoners are provided only enough food to
leave them perpetually teetering on the verge of starvation.

Hawk, supra note 14, at 26.
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Prisoners are compelled by their hunger to eat anything remotely edible, such as plants, grass, bark, rats, snakes, or food
provided for the labor-camp farm animals, if they can get away

with it.79
Not only are living arrangements horrendous inside these
camps, but working conditions are frequently enough to kill
inmates before the end of their sentence. The prisoners work
around sixteen to eighteen hours every day without wages.
Leather whips line the prison walls and inmates are beaten on
a daily basis with little or no reason. The prisoners are forbidden to talk, laugh, or take a rest, and are required to keep their
heads down at all times. These same motions are repeated
throughout their workday. As a result, more than half of the
women suffer from lumps on their heads or shoulders, they develop hunched backs, or they become crippled.8 0
Death by beating, starvation, and outright execution are
common occurrences in the camps. Consider this report on Kyohwa-so Number 1, a labor camp in South Pyong-an Province:
The whole group would be punished for the infraction of one
of its members, a common infraction being the failure to meet
individual-or group-production quotas. The most common
and immediate punishment was reduced food rations. Frequently the threat of reduced food rations drove the women
prisoners to work through constant pain. In winter, hands
and fingers numb from cold were prone to accidents from the
sewing needles and scissors. Mindful of their production quotas, prisoners continued at their work-stations, doubly fearful
that their dripping blood would soil the garments they were
sewing. Repeated infractions led to transfer to the prison's
shoe factory. Even more severe punishment included prolonged solitary confinement in a cell too small to allow for a

person to fully stand up or lie down inside, leading to loss of
circulation and severe pain.8 1
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Pregnant women entering the concentration camps face
particularly unfortunate conditions due to the unfathomably
heartless treatment of newborns. For instance, concentration
camp guards, nurses, and inmates are forced to murder all
newborns and unborn babies who are believed to be of Chinese
decent. 82 The following is a synopsis of the refugee testimony of
a sixty-four-year-old grandmother:
The first baby was born to a twenty-eight-year-old woman
named Lim, who had been happily married to a Chinese man.
The baby boy was born healthy and unusually large, owing to
the mother's ability to eat well during pregnancy in China.
Former Detainee #24 assisted in holding the baby's head during delivery and then cut the umbilical cord. But when she
started to hold the baby and wrap him in a blanket, a guard
grabbed the newborn by one leg and threw it in a large, plastic-lined box. A doctor explained that since North Korea was
short on food, the country should not have to feed the children
of foreign fathers. When the box was full of babies, Former
Detainee #24 later learned, it was taken outside and buried.83
She next helped deliver a baby to a woman named Kim, who
also gave birth to a healthy full-term boy. As Former Detainee
#24 caressed the baby, it tried to suckle her finger. The guard
again came over and yelled at her to put the baby in the box.
As she stood up, the guard slapped her, chipping her tooth.
The third baby she delivered was premature-the size of an
ear of corn-and the fourth baby was even smaller. She gently
laid those babies in the box. The next day she delivered three
more very premature babies and also put them in the box.
The babies in the box gave her nightmares. 84

B. The Plight of Refugees
Under the oppression of the feared demagogue, Kim JongIl, thousands of North Koreans flee their home country every
year in search of a better life. The combination of extreme hun82
83
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ger, fear, and potential economic opportunity motivates refugees to risk their family's lives by making the dangerous trek
to China, or to abandon their families and make their journey
alone. 85 This unfortunate situation allows human traffickers
the opportunity to exploit refugees, of whom nearly seventyfive percent are women. In fact, seventy to ninety percent of
women who venture into China fall prey to sex trade human
traffickers. 86
The Chinese government forcibly repatriates North Koreans seeking refuge in China, contravening its obligations under the 1951 Convention Related to the Status of Refugees and
its 1967 Protocol. It is estimated that well over one-hundred
fifty thousand North Korean refugees currently live in China.
If repatriated, refugees face imprisonment, torture, or execution.87 In December of 2003, the Commission to Help North Korean Refugees (CNKR) reported that over 850 North Korean
refugees had been captured by Chinese security forces and
were being held in five separate Chinese detention centers in
the Yenbian region.8 8 Well-informed sources reported that the
refugees were being repatriated from the five camps to North
Korea at a rate of roughly one hundred per week. Each week,
fifty to one hundred additional refugees are reportedly repatriated from Dandong, China to Sinuiju, North Korea. 89
Upon arrival in North Korea, refugees are subjected to intense interrogations that may last for several days or even
weeks. 90 Torture is a staple of the interrogation process, along
with sexual humiliation and exploitation of female detainees,
as well as the horribly common practice of infanticide. 9 1 Reports indicate that the interrogators ask very similar questions
such as: Why did you leave? Were you trying to get to South
85 U.S. CONG. RESEARCH SERV., NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES IN CHINA AND HUMAN
RIGHTS ISSUES: INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE AND U.S. POLICY OPTIONS (2007), available

at http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL34189.pdf.
86 Nofrlt,
supra note 75, at 76.
87 Id. at 2.
88 Id. at 76.
89 Id.
90 Hawk, supra note 14, at 63.
91 Id. at 59.
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Korea? Did you talk to any South Koreans? Did you talk to any
Christians? Did you listen to South Korean television or radio?
Did you attend a Christian church? 92 If at any time the interrogators become convinced that the detainee has either been influenced by South Koreans or a community of faith, that individual will face either execution or banishment to one of the
North Korean concentration camps. 93 Those that avoid this fate
are sent to shorter-term work camps as the least cruel option.
C. Religious Persecution
Although religious freedom is guaranteed by the constitution, it is sharply curtailed in practice. Refugees and defectors
held on the basis of their religious beliefs generally are treated
worse than other inmates. Many Christians are reportedly being held in labor camps due to their religious beliefs. 94 A North
Korean concentration camp prisoner explains:
I have seen many scenes of Christians being punished because they would not change their belief. They would not say,
okay, I will not believe in Christ anymore, and that is what
the prison guards wanted to hear. I have seen eight women
who were dragged out and being punished because they did
not say or they did not say they would not believe in Christ
anymore. These women were burned. 95
Refugees who convert to Christianity during their fugitive
life in China face a particularly grim fate when repatriated to
their home country of North Korea. For instance, a family of
four refugees practiced their religion without interference for
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over a year while under the protection of an undercover missionary in China until May 2002 when they were discovered
and detained by Chinese police. 96 The family attempted to retain some of their religious reading by hiding it in their clothing; however, it was discovered by investigators from the North
Korean State Security Agency. 97 Countless repatriated refugees
have testified that the very first questions asked by interrogators are whether they had any contact with Christians while in
China or if they believe in Jesus Christ. 98 Although many newly converted refugees hesitate, this family was firm and forthright in its profession of faith. 99 Following a bold declaration of
faith in Jesus Christ, the authorities led the family to so-called
"Hepatitis Street," a small courtyard adjacent to the liver ward
of a hospital in Namyang City. 100 As the neighbors were forcibly assembled, gunshots rang out and all four family members
fell to the ground with mortal wounds to the head. 101 "The message to the stunned cluster of neighbors was unmistakably
clear: anyone who attempts to exercise a religious belief other
than the worship of the Dear Leader, Kim Jong-Il, will meet
the same fate." 102
D. Crimes Against Humanity
Massive and varied crimes against humanity are taking
place in North Korea on a regular basis. The particularly inhumane and uncivilized examples are human extermination,
torture, crimes by association, and collective retribution.103
Without exception, crime-by-association is applied to all political crimes. 104 The concluding observations from the UNHRC's
2004 report demanded North Korea guarantee that all unfair
treatments, tortures, and other inhuman treatments be swiftly
96
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10
reported to and investigated by an independent organization.o
Nonetheless, North Korea fails to protect its citizens from the
most severe human rights abuses.
Kim Jong-Il currently stewards at least one of, if not the
most oppressive regimes in the world. In spite of North Korea's
every attempt to hide this repulsive reality, human rights violations are numerous and well documented. In North Korea,
due to guilt by association, children die of starvation in concentration camps because their grandfather or grandmother was
deemed anti-Party. "People are executed in public because they
ask the question: Why is the Great Leader not giving us rations?" 106

1. Extermination
In 2001, it was estimated that the North Korean population shrunk by about seven million over the last ten years, and
that at least two and a half million, or ten percent of the population, were sacrificed during that period. 107 North Korea is
strongly rejecting the charge of public executions as absolute
fabrications of hostile elements. 108 However, direct, firsthand
evidence indicates that public executions are decided at summary trials, and most political prisoners know neither the nature of their crime nor the scope of their sentence. In this way,
all suspects are put through inhumane treatment. 109 The following is the testimony of a North Korean political prisoner:
In May 1998, three officials came to our camp for a test. These
officials were not part of the State Security Bureau that is assigned to oversee the camps. They were dressed in light
brown protective garb. The prison guards brought 50 women
into an auditorium and then the guards left. The officials instructed me to give out to 50 women a liquid saturated cabbage that was in white buckets. When I handed this to the
woman [sic] the officials told them to eat it. After the woman
1o
106
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109
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[sic] ate it, blood came out from their mouths and their rectums. It looked like something had exploded inside them. In
just a few minutes, they were all kneeling and falling forward. The blood that came out of them went for 5 to 6 feet.
There was pandemonium and screaming. I was taken out of
the auditorium and told to wash my hands. The next day the
Camp Security Director and the three individuals were meeting and congratulating each other and saying that the results
were greater than expected, the efficacy even greater than
expected.110

The UN review subcommittee urged North Korea to revise
the criminal code provisions relating to capital punishment in a
way that would be consistent with the relevant articles on international covenants; however, North Korea has failed to do
so. 111 Amnesty International has received reports of public executions carried out at places where large crowds gather. These
executions are announced in advance to encourage attendance
by schools, enterprises, and farms. Additionally, some prisoners have reportedly been executed in front of their families. 112
Executions are carried out by hanging or firing squad. 1 1 3 So
many of these executions are for political, trivial, or manifestly
unjust reasons and take place without the benefit of legal protections that would safeguard the innocent.
2. Torture
The North Korean government consistently argues that
torture and human rights violations have disappeared as a result of relevant law revisions and the thorough education of
law enforcement officers. 114 However, the Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has officially
acknowledged the widespread human rights violations that
regularly occur in North Korea. In fact, individual rights are
considered subversive to the goals of the state and the party.
North, supra note 75, at 111.
111 KINU 2004, supra note 9, at 91.
112 Gulag, supra note 94, at 42.
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110
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"The regime uses extreme repression and a pervasive surveillance network to intimidate and instill fear in the population.
It maintains control through terror, threat of severe punishment, and the manipulation of privileges, including the privilege of food allotments."1 15
Torture and cruel punishment of political prisoners is an
everyday occurrence in North Korean concentration camps. 116
Consider this report of a North Korean political prisoner:
One day in early March 1997, I was taken into a torture
chamber that I had never been in before. I saw a big kettle on
a small table and a low wooden table with straps, about 20
centimeters high. By surprise, one of the two interrogators
tripped me with his leg. They strapped me on to the table and
forced the kettle spout into my mouth. The spout was made so
that it forced my throat wide open and I could not control the
water running into my body. Close to suffocation, I had to
breathe through my nose. My mouth was full of water and it
overflowed from my nose. As I began to faint from the pain
and suffocation, I could not see anything but felt sort of afloat
in the air. I had been through all kinds of torture, such as
whippings, beatings with rubber bands or hard sticks, or
hand twisting with wooden sticks between my ten fingers, but
this was worse. I do not remember how long it lasted but
when I woke up I felt two interrogators jumping on a board
which was laid on my swollen stomach to force water back out
of my body. I suddenly vomited and kept vomiting with terrible pain. I had no idea how much water ran into my body but
I felt like the cells in my body were full of water and water
was running out of my body through my mouth, nose, anus
and vagina. I faintly heard somebody saying, 'Why doesn't
this bitch wake up. Did she die?' I could not get up so I was
dragged to my cell that day. From that day on, I suffered from
high fever and often fainted. My whole body was so swollen
that I could not open my eyes. I could only urinate a few drops
of milk-like liquid with blood and felt a severe pain in my
bladder. I was able to get up and walk again in about two
week's time. I cannot explain how I could have survived such
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an ordeal. I would have died if that had happened to me in my
ordinary life. I must have developed a mysterious super power to sustain myself under an emergency situation.117
Many more first-hand accounts such as this one may be stated,
but this one suffices as an emblematic example.
The following gives another instance of the egregious practice of torture by the North Korean government:
In 1987, a school principal in Chongjin city found two female
teachers murdered the previous night in the night duty
chamber of the school. He immediately reported the murders
to the police. When the police made little progress in the investigation, they arrested him for murder. He was subject to
all kinds of severe torture for two years and forced into confessing the murder. When I saw him in the police jail, both his
ears were gone with only ear holes in their place. I have no
idea how it happened but his fingers were cut short and clustered together. He was badly crippled, one leg shorter than
the other, and unable to walk. His mouth was slanted and he
could not control his lips, which made it very difficult to understand what he said. He was a tall and handsome person
before he was arrested but became as short as a ten year-old
boy in the two years in the police jail. 118
One common form of torture is to tie a prisoner against
iron bars, spread his hands and legs apart, and beat him repeatedly all over the body with a rubber or cow skin whip. Just
the pain from hanging by his body weight makes the ordeal
unbearable. The beatings cause the prisoner's skin to tear and
gush blood to the point where his skin does not even feel human anymore. When a prisoner is released from the iron bar,
his whole body is so swollen that he cannot bend his back or
knees. As a result, the prisoner must evacuate and urinate
while standing. 119
As a result of extended torture, North Korean citizens look
incredibly stunted. People who are age nineteen or twenty look
117
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like they are twelve. 120 Many more examples may be adduced,
but for present purposes, they will not receive further exposition.
3. Crimes by Association and Collective Retribution
Citizens of North Korea face the fear of punishment for
"crimes" committed by association or through collective contribution. That is, if the crime committed is serious enough, a relative of the criminal may also be punished 21 which may extend
through three generations. 122 This is the most effective means
to prevent complaints and collective actions and is applied to
all political crimes. 123 Suicide is a crime that follows this method of punishment because, in North Korea, suicide is considered treason under the view that the act is regarded as a
complaint by an individual about society and thus is a political
crime. As such, those related to a person who commits suicide
are subject to punishment for their family member's crime. 12 4
Additionally, to say a person died of starvation is considered a
political crime so it is never stated as the cause of death by the
deceased's family members out of fear they will be punished. 125
IV. CONCLUSION

When friends asked about this work on human rights in
North Korea, I half-facetiously quipped that the essay would be
one word long: "none." This grim attempt at humor aside, I did
consider the state of North Korea to merit another word that
made its way into the title of this piece, this time a somewhat
synonymous neologism: "rightlessness." The term "state" preceding rightlessness contains an intentional double entendre: it
indicates both "a situation of' as well as "a government." The
adjective "egregious," also in the title, sadly does not qualify as
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hyperbole but a proper description, as this essay has succinctly
sketched.
This writing serves as a prelude to a companion work to
follow. The sequel offers a possible means to address the state
of rightlessness, the egregious case of North Korea: a hybrid
tribunal that would ideally combine the strengths of a domestic
court with the contributions of an international court to enhance legitimacy, build domestic capacity, reduce costs, and
help bring a measure of justice. A court of this type must carefully contextualize itself to the particulars of Korea and avoid
the pitfalls of imperialism, corruption, and strong bias.
Such a hybrid tribunal and the aspiration to strengthen
Korea's domestic legal system can also contribute momentum
towards the eventual formation of an East Asian system of
human rights. ASEAN has taken very recent, small steps towards the genesis of a system for Southeast Asia. Drawing
from the lessons of already existing regional systems of human
rights in Europe, the Americas, and Africa, such a system for
East Asia could serve as a more permanent bulwark to fortify
respect for human rights in the region. It could in time reduce
the need for, and perhaps someday obviate the sorts of hybrid
tribunals mentioned herein.
Until the establishment of such a system of human rights
for the most populous continent in the world though, a means
like a hybrid tribunal can serve as a stopgap measure to address the hemorrhaging in places such as North Korea. The
unspeakable suffering of so many under Pyongyang's steel boot
should not be met with passive indifference. Whether through
the International Criminal Court (ICC), domestic prosecution,
or a hybrid tribunal, impunity and oppression should not be
allowed to reign unchecked. The healing of the Land of the
Morning Calm, the stability of the region, and the sizable ramifications around our deeply interconnected world all hang in
the balance. If a threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere (with due credit to Martin Luther King, Jr.), this
state of rightlessness, this egregious case of gross, systematic
violations of human rights in North Korea, simply demands
redress. That redress serves as the subject for the law review
article that follows this one.

